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endoscopic retrieval. JSLS 2008;12:97e100.Letter to the Editor / Lettre a` la re´dactionCanada, the Olympics, and Radiology
I read with great interest the article by Peter Munk, MD [1],
and would agree with his vision and insight. I am a radiologist
who trained in Vancouver in the late 1990s. I am Saudi by
nationality, Canadian by heart, with great admiration for
a country and people who are smart, hard workers, and kind,
perhaps too kind at times.
Being back at home in Saudi Arabia (which is a melting pot
of graduates from programs around the globe), we Saudie
Canadian graduates find ourselves on par with the best
trained physicians. This should come as no surprise, because
the Canadian programs are often better structured and
supervised than those found elsewhere in theworld. The Royal
College motto, ‘‘Mente Perspicua, Manuque Apta,’’ (with
a keen mind and skillful hand) sums this up [2].
Our hope is to infuse these values into our local Saudi
programs [3], a process that is already underway. The stan-
dards of training and research in Saudi Arabia continue to
improve, and we hope one day to be seen as following in the
footsteps of our Canadian mentors and colleagues.Nizar A. Al-Nakshabandi, MD, FRCPC
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